
COURSE DETAILS | FORD DGP

Address: Kilpailutie, Tuusula (GOOGLE MAPS)

CONTACT
Tyyni Tournament Director: Mikko Wikman (+358 40 556 7789)

Main event Course TD: Tiina Korve (+358 50 314 4093)
Course TD for One Round event: Check Metrix-page, information tab

IN CASE OF SERIOUS EMERGENCY, CALL 112

PARKING
Course parking lot is big enough, plenty of room for parking.

WARM-UP
Two putting baskets near tee #1.

Driving warm-up can be done on the other side of the sport hall.
Do NOT throw against the sport hall walls.

Warm-up on the course is prohibited during the competition round (from first
group tee-off until the last group has finished their round).

https://www.google.fi/maps/place/Ford+DiscGolfPark/@60.3920813,25.0345202,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x468dff69f778f365:0xff468e8d1123426c!8m2!3d60.3920813!4d25.0345202?hl=fi&authuser=0


GENERAL INFORMATION
Tournament office located near tee #1

First aid kit at tournament office
Toilet and water tap near the tournament office

Bigger version of the map HERE

COURSE DETAILS
All mandatories and their restricted areas affect ONLY the hole the mandatory

is marked for. Those don’t affect to any other holes.
For that hole mandatory is located, the restricted area line continues away

from the mando to infinity along two last sticks.
Mandatory lines marked with blue-white sticks.

All surrounding paths (gray paths in the map) and beyond are always OB.  OB
lines are marked with sticks where the OB usually comes to play. If there are

no sticks, the OB line goes along the path's edge closest to the fairway.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/12zay8CnAoYH92wwIMdiukUF9jcAVFyWg/view?usp=sharing


Hole #1
OB on the left side, around the green and behind the basket, marked with

sticks.

Hole #2
OB on the left side, path and beyond.

Two MANDATORIES, restricted areas on both sides. Mandatory lines marked
with sticks. If mandatory is missed, continue from the tee (=drop zone) with

one penalty.

Hole #4
OB further on the right side, path and beyond.

When your group moves to the basket, leave one bag on the top of the hill to
notice the next group.

Hole #5
OB further on the right side, path and beyond.

Hole #7
OB on the right side and behind the basket, path and beyond.

Hole #9
OB pond before the basket hill, marked with sticks.

If your tee-shot ends OB, continue from the drop zone with one penalty (PDGA
waiver granted). Any other throws and throws from the drop zone, with regular

OB rules. Drop zone can be chosen for the next shot if those shots end OB.

Hole #11
OB in the middle of the fairway, marked with sticks. If any throw ends OB, you
may continue from the previous lie, from the point disc was last time inbounds

or from the drop zone. Drop zone is not forced to use.

Hole #13
Use spotter on the top of the hill



Hole #16
OB on the left side, path and beyond.

Hole #18
OB on the left side, fenced area, and OB on the right side, marked with sticks.

The OB line continues on the right side to infinity among two last sticks.

OB in front of the tee, the path crossing the fairway. Marked with sticks.

Two MANDATORIES, restricted areas on both sides. Mandatory lines marked
with sticks. If mandatory is missed, continue from the dropzone with one

penalty.

Always check the fairway is safe to play before you throw. You are always
responsible for your throws. Use a spotter if needed.

HAVE A GREAT ROUND!




